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Introduction: The emergence of gaming technologies, such as videogames

and virtual reality, provides a wide variety of possibilities in intensively and

enjoyably performing rehabilitation for children with neurological disorders.

Solid evidence-based results are however required to promote the use of

different gaming technologies in pediatric neurorehabilitation, while simultaneously

exploring new related directions concerning neuro-monitoring and rehabilitation in

familiar settings.

Aim of the Study and Methods: In order to analyze the state of the art regarding

the available gaming technologies for pediatric neurorehabilitation, Scopus and Pubmed

Databases have been searched by following: PRISMA statements, PICOs classification,

and PEDro scoring.

Results: 43 studies have been collected and classified as follows: 11 feasibility studies;

six studies proposing home-system solutions; nine studies presenting gamified robotic

devices; nine longitudinal intervention trials; and eight reviews. Most of them rely on

feasibility or pilot trials characterized by small sample sizes and short durations; different

methodologies, outcome assessments and terminologies are involved; the explored

spectrum of neurological conditions turns out to be scanty, mainly including the most

common and wider debilitating groups of conditions in pediatric neurology: cerebral

palsy, brain injuries and autism.

Conclusion: Even though it highlights reduced possibilities of drawing evidence-based

conclusions due to the above outlined biases, this systematic review raises awareness

among pediatricians and other health professionals about gaming technologies. Such a

review also points out a definite need of rigorous studies that clearly refer to the underlying

neuroscientific principles.
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INTRODUCTION

Neurorehabilitation (or neurological rehabilitation) is a multi-
professional physician-led approach to healthcare aiming at
reducing disability and at improving functions affected by
damaged nervous system (1). Neurorehabilitation is often
regarded as a long, stressful, and unexciting treatment,
especially in children affected by cerebral palsy, acquired brain
injury, developmental dyspraxia, or other severely debilitating
neurological impairments. One way of dealing with—and
bypass—repetitive and dull interventions is to include some
elements of play, by creating games to boost motivation
during treatment procedures, so as to reduce stress and favor
compliance (1).

Effective neurorehabilitation conforms to the sensorimotor
and cognitive learning model, whose main principles are
engagement as well as task-oriented and intensive practice. All
those aspects require strong devotion, often difficult to pursuit
in children. In respect with this, the use of emerging gaming
technology, designed to be funny and enjoyable, would allow
children to perform an intensive and prolonged repetition of
the body movements requested to gain high scores in the game.
No lack of interest arises when reinforcement and feedbacks are
received, which in turn are relevant tips in motor learning for
enhancing neuroplasticity (2–4).

Even thoughmotivation might be increased in technologically
assisted neurorehabilitation with no task gamification [e.g., by
using art in virtual reality protocols (5)], gaming seems to be the
most simple and attractive solution for children to enhance their
active participation to rehabilitation.

Despite the bulk of clinical evidence regarding the use of
serious exergames in children is rather insufficient, currently
there is a continuous and progressive spread of gaming
technology in neurorehabilitation. Pediatricians should be aware
of such a new intensive and enjoyable approach, showing
promising results for an expanding target of diseases of the
nervous system. Several studies and some reviews have dealt
with the use of videogames in pediatric neurorehabilitation, but
our focus on gaming technology allows us to include software
and hardware prototypes, virtual reality, as well as computerized
exergames used in tele- and robotic-rehabilitation.

This review aims at analyzing the state of the art regarding the
available gaming technologies for pediatric neurorehabilitation,
by analyzing the evidences of their efficacy, when differentiated
among products, applications, and combinations with
other technologies.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A systematic search was carried out according to the PRISMA
criteria (6) on the 21st of June, 2021, without date limits (see
Figure 1).

The search was conducted on both PubMed and Scopus
databases. In the primary search, the following keywords were
used: “game” AND (“technology” OR “robot” OR “virtual
reality” OR “videogame”) AND (“children” OR “pediatric”)

AND “neurorehabilitation”. In a secondary adjunctive search,
conducted solely on PubMed the following combinations
of keywords were used in adjunction (AND) to “children”
AND “neurorehabilitation”: “game” AND “technology”, “game”
AND “robot”, “game” AND “virtual reality”, “game” AND
“virtual videogame”.

After duplication removal, papers were screened according
to the following Inclusion/Exclusion criteria. Inclusion criteria
were: Children or Adolescents (0–18 years old) with neurological
disorders; Use of gaming technologies with neurorehabilitative
purposes; Outcomes assessed in children. Exclusion criteria
were: not full papers; protocol papers; absence of children or
adolescents; orthopedic rehabilitation; full paper not findable.

Two researchers worked independently. The findings were
then merged together. Two additional researchers verified
the whole process execution, with the aim of confirming
or questioning the adequacy of the obtained sources. All
the researchers worked together for the final assessment. No
automation tools were used in this review.

Longitudinal studies were reported by using PICOS-criteria
and their quality was assessed via the PEDro-scale (7).

RESULTS

The results of the present search strategy are reported in Figure 1.

Feasibility Studies: Commercial Consoles
and ad-hoc Gaming Technology
Eleven articles (8–18) concerned feasibility studies on gaming
technologies in pediatric neurorehabilitation. Most of them were
based on a single session experiment.

Evidence promoting the usability and utility of such
devices was supported by comparative results concerning the
performance of children with neurological diseases and children
with typical development during or after a single videogame-
based neurorehabilitation session involving commercial consoles
(Nintendo Wii and Microsoft Xbox Kinect) (8–10) or more
sophisticated technologies (11). It is worth mentioning that,
among the commercial consoles, Microsoft Kinect was the most
used, due to the feasibility of total body tracking and recording
during games (8, 12).

Other studies were based on hardware and software developed
ad-hoc for neurorehabilitation. In particular, Kommalapati and
Michmizos (13) developed a videogame in which the child’s
movements were recorded and applied to an avatar viewable
in 3rd person, with the idea that visual observation of one’s
own movements is able to activate the “mirror neuron system,”
favoring sensorimotor learning. Bortone et al. (14, 15) combined
the use of videogames with a wearable haptic interface:
significant differences were found in kinematics parameters
recorded in a single session among children with cerebral
palsy (CP), developmental dyspraxia, typical development, and
also healthy adults. The importance of these wearable devices
for differentiating between physiological and compensatory
movements was demonstrated also in another study using the
YouGrabber R© on 33 children with brain lesions (16).
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FIGURE 1 | Flow diagram of the mini review described according to the PRISMA statement 2020.

Finally, the use of gaming technology was also used
to perform cognitive neurorehabilitation, such as for the
emotional expression re-education of children with autism
spectrum disorders (ASD) (17) and the improvement
of reading abilities in 10 children with dyslexia (by
using Nintendo-Wii) (18), though the latter study did
not report any significant change in the investigated
sample (18).

Gaming Technologies in Home
Neurorehabilitation
Six studies (19–24) proposed the use of home-based computer-
enhanced therapy for children with early-onset ataxias (19), CP
(20–22), ASD (23) and in general for children with neurological
disorders (24).

Summa et al. (19) proposed the SaraHome system, which
combines a Kinect and a Leap Motion Controller with
an ad-hoc software: standardized motor tasks performed
by 10 children affected by early onset ataxias under the

caregivers’ assistance were acquired. NExT (Neuroplasticity-
trained-EXercise-Trainer) was another system based on an egg-
shaped controller for videogaming, whose usability was positively
tested in children with CP (20). Similar results were obtained
for the Timocco, used at home in a case report on a child
with CP (21).

Gerber et al. (22) tested the usability of a portable version
of the YouGrabber R© system for hand and arm training at
home in 15 children with CP. However, the system was
error prone and the requested support exceeded the one that
could be provided by clinical therapists. A similar observation,
concerning the errors related to a specifically developed software
was done by Kang and Chang (23), who used a Kinect for
training 6 children with ASD to take a shower independently.
Valdés et al. (24) stated that also some other aspects should
have been taken into account for improving usability and
efficacy of home-based systems: ability to track compensatory
movements, clinical considerations in game selection, the
provision of kinematic and treatment progress reports to
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participants, and effective communication and training of
therapists and participants.

Gaming and Robots in Pediatric
Neurorehabilitation
Nine studies were focused on pediatric robotic rehabilitation
using gaming technology (25–33). A simple mechanized
manipulandum, moved by children with CP to interact with
the videogame, was used in the ROBiGAME project (25). The
kinematic and kinetic parameters recorded by the robot were
proved to be significantly correlated with the clinical assessment.
Differently, the robot could act as an exoskeleton guiding the
upper limb(s) of children such as doing by ChARMin (26) or
Armeo-Spring (27) robots, with the latter showing a significant
improvement as compared to baseline in three adolescents with
CP after three daily 70 min-long sessions. Also the Lokomat, a
robot for gait training, was used in combination with videogames
in children with neurological gait disorders, finding that the
amount of activity was increased in dual-task exercises (28) and
was related to the demanding level of gaming (29). The effects
on active participation to a robotic gait training combined with a
soccer videogame was found to be similar to the one obtained in
the presence of verbal feedbacks of therapists (30).

In three studies, a mobile toy robot was tested during its
interaction with children (31–33). Four children with ASD
during spontaneous game showed significant interaction with
the robot (31), with positive emotions arising during the
subsequent social interactions with other people (32). Similar
results were obtained by using RoboCog, with significant
interactions between pediatric patients and robot resulting,
but these interactions depended on the level of attention and
collaborative attitudes of children (33).

Gaming Technologies in Longitudinal
Neurorehabilitation Trials
Our search identified nine longitudinal studies as reported in
Table 1 (34–42). According to the PEDro scores, one of the most
interesting paper was the one by Choi et al. (35), showing that
children with chronic brain injury (including CP), treated by
virtual reality and occupational therapy, significantly improved
upper-limb dexterity functions, performance of daily activities,
and forearm supination, as compared to the control group.
Wider improvements were observed for children with more
severe motor impairment. Gorelik et al. (38) showed that the
Krisaf training simulator-based rehabilitation led to significant
refinement ofmotor capabilities in childrenwith spastic CP. Also,
Tarakci et al. (39) reported a significant balance improvement in
children and adolescents with CP treated by using Nintendo-Wii-
Fit balance board. Progress in balance, after neurorehabilitation
with Xbox and Kinect, was also reported in a child with Charcot-
Marie-Tooth disease (41).

More specific results were found by Zoccolillo et al. (40):
children with CP had a higher gain in the quality of upper
limb extremity skills when treated by using videogames, and
higher improvement in manual activities when treated with
conventional therapy. The authors justified their results in light of

the used commercial console, the X-box with Microsoft-Kinect,
that records gross movements of limbs and not fine movements
of the fingers.

Bortone and colleagues (34) performed a cross-over
randomized controlled trial using the same system that was
positively tested for feasibility in their previous studies (14, 15)
combining an immersive virtual environment with a wearable
haptic device. No statistically significant differences were
found with respect to conventional therapy, and the authors
interpreted this result as a non-inferiority of gaming technology
vs. conventional therapy in increasing upper extremity function
in children with neuromotor deficits.

The study of de Paula et al. (42) was also fascinating:, children
with CP were able (i) to ameliorate their performance by using a
videogame on a smartphone; (ii) to maintain the acquired skill in
a retention test; (iii) to transfer the skill to a similar, but different,
virtual task.

A controversial issue was the long-term effects of gaming
technology in neurorehabilitation. Decavele et al. (36) showed
that a combined approach of conventional physiotherapy and
videogames specifically designed for rehabilitation showed
significant effects on individually defined therapy goals,
dynamic sitting balance, and standing exercises. However,
these differences were lost at the 3-month follow-up, so that
the authors suggested that, given this lack of persistent effect,
a continuous individual goal-oriented physiotherapy with
the addition of gaming was needed. Different results were
reported in a case-study of an adolescent with hemiplegic CP
by using a home-based telerehabilitation system incorporating
a 5DT 5-Ultra-Glove to interact with PlayStation3 game
console programmed with custom rehabilitation games: the
improvements obtained with 14 months of gaming were
maintained after 14 months of follow-up (37).

Findings in Review Studies
Ravi et al. (43), in their review on the use of videogames in
children and adolescents with CP, reported moderate evidence
for balance improvement and overall motor development, albeit
still limited results for other motor skills. These results were
confirmed by a meta-analysis reporting that videogames played
a positive role in the improvement of balance of children
with CP, despite authors claimed caution for methodological
defects (e.g., difference in measurement, heterogeneity of control
groups, intervention combined with other treatments, etc.)
(44). Bonnechére et al. (45) also highlighted the difficulties in
comparing the studies because of the lack of standardization
in rehabilitation strategies and used outcomes, limiting the
possibility to provide solid evidence-based conclusions. They
and other authors (46) claimed the need of standardizing the
protocols to improve treatment comparisons.

Lai et al. (47) analyzed the positive effects of leisure-time
physical activity in children and adults with CP, reporting
improvements in health, fitness, and physical functions attained
by interventions including exercise training, active videogames,
recreation activities, behavioral coaching, and motor skills
training, with telehealth technology, and community resources.
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TABLE 1 | The longitudinal studies entered in this review.

References Children

disease

(sample)

Mean age ±

s.d. (years)

Type of study intervention and comparison (type and

time)

Outcome PEDro

score

(max 9)

Bortone et al. (34) CP (N = 3)

DD (N = 5)

10.13 ± 2.59 Single-blind randomized controlled crossoverVR with

wearable haptic feedback vs. conventional therapy

2 sessions per week for 4 weks

GMFCS and

MACS for CP, ZP

for DD

8

Choi et al. (35) BI (N = 80) 5.8 ± 2.1 RCT

VR (30min) for upper limb plus occupational therapy (30min)

vs. conventional occupational therapy;

20 sessions over 4 weeks

MA-2; PEDICAT;

ULPRS;

computerized 3D

motion analysis

8

Decavele et al. (36) CP (N = 32) 10 Crossover RCT

Physiotherapy and videogame combined with Kinect and Wii

balance board vs. physiotherapy alone

45min sessions, twice a week, 12 weeks

GAS; TCMS; PBS;

DMQ

7

Do et al. (10) CP (N = 3) 6 ± 1 ABA designed study

Nintendo Wii game

Baseline (4 sessions); Videogame (12 sessions); follow-up (4

sessions), 30min each session

WMFT;

PMAL

4

Golomb et al. (37) CP (N = 1) 15 Case Report

5DT 5 Ultra Glove and PlayStation3; 14 months and 14

months of follow-up

Grip strength;

Jebsen test of

hand function

NA

Gorelik et al. (38) CP (N = 16) 8 RCT

VR Krisaf training simulator vs. physiotherapy

2 sessions of 40min per week for 8 months.

Time of holding a

postural position

5

Tarakci et al. (39) CP (N = 30) 10.46 ± 2.69 RCT

NDT and Nintendo Wii-Fit Balance Games vs. conventional

balance training 24 sessions of 50min;

2 sessions per week

Functional Reach

Test; Sit-to-Stand

Test; Timed Get

up and Go Test.

Zoccolillo et al. (40) CP (N = 22) 6.89 ± 1.91 Cross-over RCT

X-box Kinect videogames vs. conventional therapy

2 sessions of 30min per week for 8 weeks

QUEST;

Abilhand-kids

7

BI, Brain injury; CP, cerebral palsy; DD, developmental dyspraxia; TD, typical development; NDT, Neurodevelopmental treatment; RCT, Randomized controlled trial; VR, Virtual Reality; NA,

not assessed; Assessment Tools: DMQ, Dimensions of Mastery Motivation Questionnaire; GAS, Goal Attainment Scale; GMFCS, Gross Motor Function Classification System; MACS,

Manual Ability Classification System; MA-2, Melbourne Assessment of Unilateral Upper Limb Function-2; PBS, Pediatric Balance Scale; PEDICAT, Pediatric Evaluation of Disability

Inventory Computer Adaptive Test; PMAL, Pediatric Motor Activity Log; QUEST, Quality of Upper Extremity Skills Test; TCMS, Trunk Control Measurement Scale; ULPRS, Upper Limb

Physician’s Rating Scale; WMFT, Wolf Motor Function Test; (WMFT); ZP, Zoia’s protocol.

Jurdi et al. (2) showed that the most common approach for the

use of gaming technology in pediatric hospitals is to use mono-

user games with traditional computers or monitor-based video

consoles, which serve as a distractor for fearful interventions
or a motivator for physical rehabilitation. Interestingly, they
suggested to include, in the gaming approach, some features
for favoring socialization, coping with emotions, or fostering
physical mobility.

Coco Martin et al. (48) analyzed the use of VR for inducing

neuroplasticity in children with amblyopia. They reported that

head-mounted displays are mostly well-tolerated by patients

during short exposures and do not cause significant long-term

side effects, although their use has been occasionally associated
with some visual discomfort and other complications in certain

types of subjects. They concluded that a larger number of studies

is needed to confirm these promising therapies in controlled

randomized clinical trials.
Deutsch et al. analyzed the energy consumption during

videogaming with commercial consoles, finding that adults and
children with mild severe forms of CP played the videogames at

vigorous levels, whereas those with severe CP played them at low
levels, concluding that videogames could be useful for wellness
promotion (46).

Jannsen and colleagues wrote a perspective study for
highlighting how the gamification of therapy has the potential
to increase participants’ motivation and engagement in therapy,
owing to the involvement of reward-related dopaminergic
systems in the brain that are known to facilitate learning through
long-term potentiation of neural connections (49).

DISCUSSION

The literature analysis revealed that most articles regarding
the available gaming technologies for neurorehabilitation and
their use in pediatric patients belong to feasibility or pilot
studies with small sample sizes, few sessions (often only one),
varied methodologies and outcome measures, and without
clear neuroscientific principle behind the videogame setup.
Home prototypes often required therapist assistance to avoid
errors, compensatory strategies and to guide the game selection.
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Gaming technology seemed to be helpful in robotic therapy
for motivating children during their training, as of both motor
and cognitive functions. Only a few studies represented high-
quality randomized controlled trials. The most used game tools
are commercial consoles with games not specifically developed to
neurorehabilitation. This could be due to the fact that commercial
devices are more robust and more attractive than the prototypes
developed for research (22). However, it must be noted that
encouraging evidence stems from games specifically developed
for monitoring and for rehabilitation purposes, to be applied to
face neurological diseases in household settings: these devices
are specifically built up in order to avoid interferences with the
daily activities of patients and to attain clear advantages for both
patients and caregivers (50).

There are also some questionable aspects that are reported in
the reviews: e.g., the absence of statistically significant differences
interpreted as a proof of non-inferiority of gaming technologies
with respect to conventional therapy (34, 36), the improper use
of the expression “virtual reality” for videogames (8, 10, 29, 43),
the different approaches and methodologies that lowered the
possibility of comparisons among studies (45, 46).

The use of gaming for neurorehabilitation purposes was
mainly motivated by the increment of engagement and reduction
of stress and boredom. The selection of games itself was mainly
related to the movements to be performed and on how much
enjoyable and entertaining was the game. Just a few studies
reported on a clear neuroscientific principle behind the design of
the game. Kommalapati and Michmizos (13) clearly referred to
structural (mirror neurons) and functional (action-observation
learning) neuroscientific knowledge; Jannsen et al. (49) described
the involvement of reward-related dopaminergic systems during
videogaming. Zoccolillo et al. linked the characteristics of the
commercial devices with the specific observed outcomes (40).

A further important issue emerging from the present study
is that the most common clinical application areas of gaming
technology so far included cerebral palsy. It leads to have
more evidences about the efficacy of gaming technologies
in rehabilitation of a static injury (such as cerebral palsy)
than in other conditions such as traumatic brain injuries or
genetic diseases. About it, there is a number of application
areas of pediatric neurology hardly addressed in the reviewed
studies, such as for example rare diseases (RDs), which are
complex and heterogeneous chronic conditions, as yet including
almost 10,000 recognized disorders affecting >300,000,000
persons in the world (51), often resulting in various degrees
of neurological impairment (52). For about 95% of such
chronic conditions, neurorehabilitation is a compelling long-
life supportive treatment (53): in this respect, emerging
technologies could provide more precise data from video-
analyses or wearable sensors, including accelerometer, gyroscope,
magnetometer, quaternion and barometer-synced data (54).
These tools might even allow for, in the exergames context, the
instrumental evaluation of children’s motor abilities through the
latest outcome measures capturing the level of distortions of
the harmonic temporal proportions in walking, running, and
swimming (55–57).

The main limitation of this review is related to the relatively
restricted number of studies available, most commonly small
sample sized and with short durations. Accordingly, in many of
these studies, authors failed to detect significant characteristics
due to insufficient statistical power. In addition, some existing
studies were not considered since the entry terms, such as for
example those referring to interactive computer playing (3) or
simply to serious games (58) for videogames, were not compliant
with the original search.

Nonetheless, the present study provides a brief appraisal
on the state of the art pointing out the most relevant aspects
related to gaming technology in pediatric neurorehabilitation.
This could represent a useful process seeking to raise awareness
among pediatricians and other health professionals of this issue
and gather their support in maximizing the use of game and
technology in the clinical practice.

However, we should also consider the point of view of some
therapists about gaming technologies in rehabilitation: they are
often not expert in using these technologies, as well as in taking
into account related privacy issues, and they questioned their role
in the context of technology-based interventions and also the
transferability of digital training results in real life (59).

The possibilities of gaming technologies reported in the
analyzed studies included the amelioration of health service,
patients’ engagement, and functional outcomes, at gyms as well as
at home, combined or not with other technologies. Furthermore,
gaming technology allows for connecting people each other,
promoting social interactions with peers and family members
and avoiding isolation, while giving, at the same time, practice
opportunities to children during non-therapy specific time and
overall to cure and care unavoidable psychological and social
aspects of chronic disabling conditions.

There are increasing experimental evidence that virtual
technologies may promote also artistic interventions (5) that
might be beneficial particularly to certain populations of
patients (i.e., children with RDs) for rehabilitative purposes
even in remote healthcare solutions as in Telemedicine
(60, 61).

However, solid scientific evidences are still lacking. As
highlighted by our review, further research on technological
gaming is needed to provide evidence of their effects on
rehabilitation: our review highlighted that studies should
be based upon clearer neuroscientific principles, tested on
more longitudinal randomized controlled trials to tailor
games to different patient populations and various conditions,
assessing technologies for accessibility, costs and acceptability.
Results should be evaluated by mean of valid and reliable
outcome measures, allowing for comparisons to conventional
rehabilitation methods. Dedicated educational programs should
also be planned to let therapists be able to manage gaming
technologies with rehabilitation purposes. Lastly, research,
public health, stakeholders, policymakers, health plan managers
should invest on advanced telecommunications and computer
technologies in order to encourage its application from in-person
to remote site, especially for people living far away from health
care centers.
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